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Background

The need for developing a communication/lEC strategy in order to support
some of the priority health programmes of Health Department was pointed out
in the UNICEF-Royal Government of Bhutan Mid-term Review of 1999.
Moreover, this need was also felt at various reviews and forums, representing
other donors who are assisting the Health Department. In order to address
this important need, the IECH Division of Health Department and UNICEF
mutually agreed and incorporated in its annual Project Plan of Action (PPA-
2000) under the Communication Support Project an activity to organise and
conduct a workshop to work towards a systematic communication strategy for
Nutrition, STD/AIDS, EPI, Water and Sanitation, CDD, TB and ARI. This was
held from 18-22 May 2000 at the IECH Division, in Thimphu. The workshop
was attended by participants (list attached as annex "A") comprising of
relevant health Programme Managers/Officers from the above programmes,
selected District Medical Officers, District Health Supervisory Officers, Health
Assistants, Basic Health Workers and programme officials from IECH
Division. Participants were also from the Bhutan Broadcasting Service,
Kuensel and UNICEF.

Objectives

The primary objective of the workshop was to support IECH Division of Health
Department to work towards a systematic approach of developing
communication strategies that will support the planning and implementation of
national priority health programmes.

The secondary objective was to bring together health programme
officials/staff and the IECH officials in an effort to sensitize and provide them
with knowledge and skills in the whole process of health communication
strategy development. It was felt necessary that the participant's
understanding of the "process" of communication strategy development is as
important as the strategy itself.
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Opening Session

Dr. Sangay Thinley, Secretary of the Ministry of Health & Education
inaugurated the workshop. His opening keynote address stressed the need
for such a workshop and highlighted the importance of such an initiative that
would provide direction and continuity to the present endeavour of IEC for
Health. Present in the opening ceremony was also the UNICEF
Representative in Bhutan Ms. Alegria Mendoza and the acting Director of
Health Department.

Workshop Methodology

The workshop employed a wide range of methodologies, which included a mix
of participatory as well as didactic sessions. Some of the methods used are
visualized lectures, case studies, small effective work groups, group
presentations and plenary discussions.

During the 5-day workshop, deliberations on communication strategy
development included how to do situation analysis, target audience
identification and segmentation, communication objective setting, creative
concept, analysis of the media, implementation plan, monitoring and
evaluation. All these were effectively dealt by the resource persons in manner
that was interesting and fun. A copy of the workshop agenda is attached as
annex "B".

A unique style, consistently applied was the group work. Five small working
groups dealing with STD/AIDS, Watsan/CDD, Nutrition, EPI and ARI were
constituted and the respective groups went through the whole process of
communication strategy development, right from situation analysis to
monitoring and evaluation. In this way, every individual working in each of the
respective groups had the opportunity of discussing real issues/problems and
formulate suitable communication strategy for each of the themes dealt by
them. For instance, the STD/AIDS group came up with a strategy for
addressing one important priority issue/problem on STD/AIDS. Similarly, all
other groups came up with their own strategy. The final outcome of the group
exercises are documented on VIPP'ed cards and photographs are reproduced
as annex "C".
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Outcome of the workshop

The workshop was successful and it provided many useful outcomes in as far
as the whole business of lEC/communication is concerned. Some of the key
outcomes and recommendations are as listed here below.

> Through the workshop, both the IECH Division and the other health
programmes have been completely sensitized on the whole process of
communication strategy development;

> The health programmes and IECH Division have agreed on the need
for a more collaborative and co-ordinated IECH planning and
intervention;

> The workshop has been able provide the IECH Division with a concrete
strategy for tackling at-least one issue/problem related to the
STD/AIDS. ARI, Water and Sanitation, Nutrition and EPI.

> One important outcome of the workshop has been the preparation of
the much-needed springboard from which IECH Division can launch a
strategic intervention as and when needed.

> While all the participants have acknowledged the importance of I EC
support in the overall health service delivery, the workshop has brought
out some critical issues related to professionalism and the existing
limitations there in.

Post-workshop recommendations

1. Short-term Follow-up Action:

• The (programme) working groups formed for the workshop need to
complete and finalise the communication strategies that they worked on
during the course of the workshop: EPI, WatSan, STD/AIDS, Nutrition and
ARI.

• The IECH, technical programme and field-based teams need to work in a
mutually supportive and collaborative manner. A beginning has already
been made during the workshop in sensitising the participants regarding
the mutual dependence between the programme and communication
teams. However, more concrete steps will need to be taken if the learning
of the workshop is to be applied.

• A joint team building and conflict resolution workshop for IECH, the
technical programme teams and the field staff would help develop
mutual understanding and strengthen inter-personal communication and
collaboration.
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• The technical programme managers, field staff and IECH need to
undertake joint strategic planning exercises for other priority
programmes.

II. Medium-Term Follow-up Action:

• IECH, in consultation with the technical programme staff,
needs to establish a system for ensuring adequate consultation
during the course of developing and producing materials.
Ideally, small working groups can be established for the planning
and implementation of each communication project. The group
should consist of one person each from IECH, the respective
programme unit and the field (district hospital). It is critically
important to ensure that the team members are authorized to
take decisions on behalf of the unit/programme that they
represent. Otherwise, the group will be of little or no value and the
delays caused by having to refer all matters to a "higher authority"
will probably lead to IECH reverting to a process of no consultation.
Consultation exercises could also be tied in with regular programme
meetings in Thimphu and/or with field trips made by IECH and
programme staff.

• In order to facilitate and improve coordination, IECH needs to
identify focal points for inter-facing with each of the technical
programmes (one person could serve as focal point for more than
one programme). Similarly, the technical programme managers
need to identify one person each as their focal point for social
communication.

• Pre-testing of materials with the specific target group(s)
must become a necessary and integral part of all material
development. Pre-testing of materials must be built into the IECH-
Programme workplans and specific time allocated for it in each
project.
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III. Long-term Follow-up Action

• A plan needs to be developed for strengthening national capacity
in the field of social communication. The specific areas in which
capacity building is required are:

i. Strategic planning for social communication (Johns
Hopkins University, USA has one such summer course)

ii. Managing the development and production of
communication materials (through and attachment to a
social marketing company or an advertising agency in
Calcutta or Delhi)

iii. Pre-testing of communication materials (through a long-term
consultancy or attachment to a communication research
group

iv. Social Research component to be strengthened through
attachment or training.

• UNICEF and IECH also need to explore the possibility of using a
professional, full-service social communication agency to out-
source the development of the communication strategy, production
of materials and monitoring of selected social communication
campaigns. This will allow the government and UNICEF to use the
best professional talent available in the private sector, thus allowing
them to manage the process of communication rather than
expending considerable time and resources in the production of
materials. A professionally planned and executed campaign can
also be used to raise funds for the programme.

Several agencies are available in the Region and the Standard
Operating Procedure developed by UNICEF Bangladesh in 1997-
98 can be used for requesting for proposals.
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List of Participants Annex. 'A'

1. Dr. Tapas Gurung, Programme Manager, TB/ARI Programme
2. Mr. Tshewang Dorji, Programme Officer, STD/AIDS Programme
3. Mr. Kuenzang Namgey, Programme Officer, ARI
4. Ms. Samten Wangmo, Asst. Programme Officer, Nutrition Programme
5. Mr. Thiley Dorji, Programme Officer, EPI Programme
6. Ms. Payden, Head PHE
7. Mr. Palden Lepcha, Programme Officer, Training Unit
8. Mr. Sonam Phuntsho, Programme Officer, SHP
9. Dr. Hemlal Sharma, DMO, Chukha
10. Dr. NorTshering Lepcha, DMO, Punakha
11. Dr. D.K. Nirola, DMO, Trongsa
12. Dr. Guru Prasad Sharma, DMO Haa
13. Mr. Gopal Hingmang, Health Asst. Dawakha BHU
14. Mr. Wangchuk Dukpa, DHSO, Paro
15. Mr. Rinzin Dukpa, BHW, Khoma BHU
16. Ms. Karma Dolma, Asst. Programme Officer, SHP
17. Mr. Gyem Dorji, Asst. Programme Officer, Religion & Health
18. Ms. Sonam Peldon, APO, Population Advocacy
19. Mr. Leki Dorji, AV, Unit
20. Mr. Suk Bahadur Rai, AV, Unit
21. Mr. Sangay Dorji, ACO, Chukha BHU
22. Mr. Wangchuck, BHW, Betekha BHU
23. Ms. Kezang Chhoden, Secretarial Staff
24. Ms. Rina Gill, Resource Person
25. Mr. Shivaji Bhattacharya, Resource Person
26. Mr. Nim K.Sherpa, Info-Comm Officer, UNICEF
27. Ms. Deki Doma, UNICEF
28. Ms. Siok Sian Pek, Consultant, UNICEF
29. Ms. Tashi Zomba, UNICEF
30. Ms. Elier Milla, UNICEF
31. Mr. R.K. Dhungel, UNICEF
32. Mr. D.B. Giri, EPI, Health Department
33. Ms. Pema Udon, Programme Officer, Tobacco Free Initiate
34. Mr. Phurba Tshering, Producer, BBS
35. Ms. Pema Tshering, Nutrition Section
36. Mr. Tandin Dorji, Asst. Engineer, PHE



STD / HIV / AIDS Annexure - B

Situational
Analysis

Goals:

Primary
audience

Secondary
audience:

High incidence
OfSTDs.

Potential for
HIV/AIDs
infection

Reduce STI incidence in
15-49 male & female by
25% by the end of 8FYP

school going
Youths-

Youths:
Out of school

Teachers &
NFE Instructors

Communication
objectives:

K

Religious body/ monk body
Extension agents

Policy makers Health Workers

90% Of youth will have knowledge on
prevention of STI/HIV by the end of
8FYP.

75% of the school going youths will
perceive vulnerability of themselves to
STI/HIV risk by the end of 8FYP.

65% of the school going youths use safer
sex or delay sex to prevent STI by the
endof8FYP.



Appeal what is
important to the youths
i.e having fim.

Positive
approach

Î
Approaches:

Because of humor + seriousness
youth involvement
participation in design.

But also being able to
sustain youth in a health
manner.

DECHONG:
Protector of happiness

Distribution channels:
BBS/TV
video programs
School fete

Sporting events
school programs

. Bhutan scouts
youth information center

Hot line for urban
youth

Tshechu

. global days

Radio program for
youth



Monks & Religious body

TV/Video
Radio

Print material

Bill boards

Games/sports

Music group/ songs
Drama

. Youth directed

. Participatory

Teachers

Celebrity role
models

Utilizers +
Facilitators

Parent-teacher days
for support +
implementation

Media persons +
staff

School health In-charges

Sporting events +
Cultural events

Scouting programs + other
Youth clubs

Dissemination
point

Youth games
& activities

Young youth mobile
Special youth forums
+ events



Production, distribution
implementation

Production procedure &
imDtementation

• formal policy changes
• curriculum development

+ implementation

Material quality &
quantity

Administration &
financial rules

Evaluate using both
Quantitative & Qualitative.
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Methodology to assess
Short term goals (objectives)

Sample survey
Existing indicators
Final evaluation
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FORMATIVE

Material
Pre-testins

KABP
As base line.
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Note:

At any time during

monitoring & evaluation

re-design or restructure

program or implementation
design to obtain desired
results.
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ACUTE RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTION

SITUATION
ANALYS:

ARI at present ranks as
the highest morbidity
cause in the country.

MORBITY- RISING

ARI often considered not
serious at an early stage
Proper care not given

Lack of knowledge of
danger signs

All ages & sexes but mostly
< 5 children.

Geographical location
Mostly at the high altitude

areas
More common b crowded
areas.

Mainly in spring & winter

I I

GOAL:

I

Reduce < S mortality due to pneumonia
from 14% to 10% by the end o f 8
FYP

OBJECTIVES :

Create awareness for
early detection of
danger signs, referral
and home management.

• Mothers & Caretakers fiam 25% to
50%bytheendof8FYP.

* VHWs from 25% to 75% by the
end of 8FYP.

Training of all Health Workers for early
detection of danger signes.

Referral of all serious cases by 8FYP

TARGET AUDIENCES:

1. Mothers/ Caretakers /VHWs
2. Health Workers

APPROACH:

Positive & direct

PREVENTIVE
Changing stereo type

MEDIA SELECTION

AUDIO VISUAL
Radio/TV
Drama/ Jingles spots.

DISTRIBUTION
CHANNELS:

HWs
VHWs

DYT & GYT members
NFE
Religion & Health members

UTILIZERS/ FACILITATORS

Same as above

DISSEMINATION POINT:

DYT, GYT
Health festival
MCH Clinics
ORC
Dratshang
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MONITORING & EVALUATION
(ARI)

FORMATIVE:
. KAP study: Base line study to

understand the issue.

. Pre-testing materials:
-Food groups
-Caretakers
-Health Workers

OUT COME:
. Post-testing of communication materials:

-Did they hear, understand?

PROCESS EVALUATION:
. Management auditing
. Visits
. Review meetings

IMPACT EVALUATION:
. KAP studies in the field:

Has acquired knowledge and practicing?
Morbidity rates?
Mortality rates?



E.P.I
ISSUE:
To reach the unreached
10% population
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CAUSES
-Mobile population
-Religious belief
-Inadequate vaccine
-Storage facilities in remote areas
-Missed opportunities and dropouts.

SELECTION
OF

MEDIA

- Radio
- Printed materials
- Mass distribution
- I.P.C - Flipcharts

GOALS: • By the year 2000, 100% of children less
than lyear shall be fully immunized

APPROACH
Positive Approach.

DISTRIBUTION
CHANNEL:

-P.M

-P.M

EECH->- DMO/DHSO
H.W _ ^ F E L D VISIT

IECH — • BBS

PRIMARY
AUDIENCE.

Parents / Caretakers

UTILIZERS/
FACILITATORS

-Health Workers.
-VHWs
-informal leaders

SECONDARY
AUDIENCE.

-Health workers
-Program Managers
-Religious Person
-Media

P.M- By the end of 2000, the present policy on immunization be
changed and communicated to the VHWs.
H.W- By June 2001 ensure that all the HW in the country have
skills to avoid drop outs and missed opportunities.
R.L- By the end of 2000, all the Gomchen and Pundits know the
importance of immunizations and are able to encourage the parents

MEDIA- To ensure that BSS broadcast Jingles / Radio/ Drama at
least twice a week by the end of 2000.

COMMUNICATION
OBJECTIVES:

l.Bytheyear2002,100%ofthe parents/Caregiversare
aware and take their children for <5 contacts required for
full immunization.

DISSEMINATION
POINTS:

-O.R.C.

-Home visits.
-Tsechu.
-D.Y.T/G.Y.T meetings.

MONITORING
AND

EVALUATION:

FORMATIVE : Pre-testing of printed materials
(Random unbiased method)

PROCESS: -Production
-Prepare time schedule

OUTCOME : In knowledge and attitude.
-Policy change

IMPACT :100% of children < 1 year are fully
immunized

2. To ensure at least 80% of fathers recognize their
responsibilities and actively participate in taking their
children for immunization.
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SITUATION
ANALYSIS

ISSUE
Malnutrition in < 5
children

Feeding
&

Weaning
practices

GOAL *By year 2002
Reduction of
Malnutrition from 19%
to 15% in under fives.

Comparing
between good &
bad feeding
practices.

B.B.S (NEWS)
T.V (URBAN)
Kuensel
Flip chart

SELECTION
OF MEDIA

PRIMARY
AUDIENCE

To ensure 50% of 15-45
years of Women
practicing right feeding
and weaning Practices.

Women (15-45)
age group

By the year 2002 to ensure 50% of
women (15-45) years are aware of
the benefits of.

Health Workers
NFE
VHW
School Teachers
NWAB

-MCH
- School
-ORC
- House visits
- DYT/GYT

Introducing
complementary
foods at the
right age.

Giving right food
Mix in adequate
quantity and
frequency

Avoiding
Traditional
Practices (of
giving butter to

SECONDARY
AUDIENCE

Fathers/ Grand fathers
Caregivers
Policy makers

To ensure by year 2002 50%
of fathers and other care
givers are aware of the
benefits of proper weaning &
feeding practices

FORMATIVE
* Pre-testing
all Materials
* Feedback

Tsechu/
Festivals
Vegetable
Market

There is a policy regarding
restriction on promotion of
commercial products (feeding
bottles, milk products) by year
2002.

MONITORING
&

EVALUATION

IMPACT
Practice
Goals

OUTCOME
Increase In
KAPB

PROCESS
. Production &
distribution
. Training



WATER AND SANITATION

ISSUE
Low usage of
Sanitary latrines

Inconvenient location/
distance

By end of 8* FYP the usage of
latrines will have increased from
60% to 90% in rural areas

Latrine placed at lower

Inappropriate
Communication by service
provider

Need for Iat5ine not felt

Gender
Balance

Advantages/
disadvantages

RELIGIOUS
LEADERS

HW

VHWs

Dzangdag

VHDC

School

PMs

Adult men &
Women

children

TRAINING
MATERIALS

Service
providers/Teachers/Sch
ool Children/Health
Workers

Program Managers

DYT

Rural Sanitary
Mart

GYT

MCH

Pub.
Meeting

ORC
school
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By 2000, atleast 50% of all adults will have
known 3 reasons/benefits of using latrines and
3 dangers of open defecation

By end of 8* FYP, all the family
members will be aware of
importance of latrine usage.

By end of 2000, capacity of all service
providers P H ^ Staff/
HWG/DYr/GYT/Teachers will be fully
developed to communicate appropriately

By end of 2000, Program Managers
will review and study the existing
poHcv.

BBS
IECH
Programme

Distn. Channels
DMO/ DHSOs

Kuensel

HWs/Service
Providers/
Teachers



Progress towards
policy change

OUTCOME

Changes KAP
of service

providers

IMPACT

Promote latrine
&

Feelgood

PROCESS

Production &
Distribution

schedule
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FORMATIVE


